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Abstract
We assess the behaviour of 5 different feature extraction meth-
ods for an acoustic event classification task—built using the
same SVM underlying technology—by means of two different
techniques: accuracy and the entropy triangle. The entropy tri-
angle is able to find a classifier instance whose relatively high
accuracy stems from an attempt to specialize in some classes to
the detriment of the overall behaviour. On all other cases, fair
classifiers, accuracy and entropy triangle agree.
Index Terms: Classifier evaluation, accuracy entropy triangle,
acoustic event classification, SVM classifiers.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the problem of automatically detecting and clas-
sifying acoustic non-speech events has attracted the attention of
numerous researchers. Although speech is the most informative
acoustic event, other kind of sounds (such as laughs, coughs,
pen handwriting, etc.) can give relevant cues about the human
presence and activity in a certain scenario (for example, in an
office room). This information could be used in different appli-
cations, mainly in those with perceptually aware interfaces such
as smart-rooms [1], automotive applications [2], mobile robots
working in diverse environments [3] or surveillance systems [4].

Usually, Acoustic Event Classification (AEC) systems are
composed of two main processing stages: the feature extrac-
tion and classification modules. With respect the first module,
several features have been proposed in the literature, such as
MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) [5], PLP (Per-
ceptual Linear Prediction) [6], log-energy, spectral flux, fun-
damental entropy and zero-crossing rate [1]. For the classifier
itself, various machine learning approaches have also been con-
sidered, mainly Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [1], [7], Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM) [5] or Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [1], [6], [7].

The most usual measure to assess classifier performance is
accuracy, but it has often been challenged on the basis of non-
desirable properties [8]. With this frame of mind, [9] argued for
entropic measures that take into account the information trans-
fer through the classifier, like the expected mutual information
between the input and output distributions

MIPXY =
X
x,y

PX,Y (x, y) log
PX,Y (x, y)

PX(x)PY (y)
(1)

and provided a contrived example with three confusion matrices
with the same accuracy but clearly differing performances, in
their opinion due to differences in mutual information. Such
examples are alike those put forth by [8] to argue for Cohen’s
kappa as an evaluation metric for classifiers.

In [10] a tool for the evaluation and comparison of classi-
fiers was first introduced, the (de Finetti) entropy triangle which
tries to address several shortcomings of traditional measures
like accuracy [8], Mutual Information, Variation of Information
[11] or the AUC (VUS) [12, 13] of the ROC curve for the as-
sessment of multiclass classifiers [14].

In this paper we have carried out several comparative tests
on an SVM-based AEC system using different feature sets—all
of them derived from the short-term MFCCs—and the perfor-
mance of the resulting classifiers has been compared in terms of
the classification accuracy and the entropy triangle.

2. Methods
2.1. SVM classification of acoustic events

The AEC system is based on a one-against-one SVM with RBF
kernel and a majority voting scheme for the final decision. This
classifier has been tested using several feature sets. All of them
have been obtained by applying different temporal feature in-
tegration techniques over the conventional short-term MFCCs.
Temporal feature integration is the process of representing an
audio segment by a single feature through the combination of
the frame-by-frame feature vectors belonging to it [15]. This
kind of segment-based parameters are commonly used in tasks
related to audio classification (AEC, speech-music discrimina-
tion, etc.). In particular, the 5 sets of segment-based features
considered in this work are:

• Features derived from the statistics of the short-term vec-
tors computed over each audio segment:

– MeanStd. Mean and standard deviation of MFCCs
and log-energy.

– MeanStdSk. Mean, standard deviation and skew-
ness of MFCCs and log-energy.

– MeanStdSkKu. Mean, standard deviation, skew-
ness and kurtosis of MFCCs and log-energy.

• FC. Filter Bank Coefficients, which summarize the pe-
riodogram of each short-term feature dimension (com-
puted over each audio segment) in four frequency bands:
a dc-filter, 1-2 Hz modulation energy, 3-15 Hz modu-
lation energy and 20-43 Hz perceptual roughness [15].
In contrast to the statistics-based features, FC takes into
account the temporal structure of the MFCC vectors con-
tained in the corresponding audio segment.

• MeanStdSk+FC. The concatenation of such features.

Our aim is to compare these sets of features for AEC.
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2.2. The entropy triangle

The (de Finetti) entropy triangle (ET)1 is a tool for the assess-
ment of multiclass classifiers using the decomposition of the
joint entropy of two random variables [10].

Let VX = {xi}n
i=1 and VY = {yj}p

j=1 be sets of input and
output class identifiers, respectively, in a multiple-class classifi-
cation task. The behavior of the classifier can be sampled over
N iterated experiments to obtain a count matrix NXY where
NXY (xi, yj) = Nij counts the number of times that the joint
event (X = xi, Y = yj) occurs. We say that NXY is the
(count-based) confusion matrix or contingency table of the clas-
sifier.

A better ground for discussing performance than count con-
fusion matrices may be empirical estimates of the joint dis-
tribution between input and outputs, like the maximum like-
lihood estimate used throughout this paper PXY (xi, yj) ≈
P̂ MLE

XY (xi, yj) = N(xi, yj)/N , so let:

• PXY (x, y) be an estimate of the joint probability
mass function (pmf) between input and output with
marginals PX(x) =

P
yj∈Y PX,Y (x, yj) and PY (y) =P

xi∈X PX,Y (xi, y) .

• QXY = PX · PY be the pmf2 with the same marginals
as PXY considering them to be independent (that is, de-
scribing independent variables).

• UXY = UX · UY be the product of the uniform, maxi-
mally entropic pmfs over X and Y , UX(x) = 1/n and
UY (y) = 1/p .

Then the loss in uncertainty from UXY to QXY is the dif-
ference in entropies:

∆HPX ·PY = HUX ·UY −HPX ·PY (2)

Intuitively, ∆HPX ·PY measures how far the classifier is operat-
ing from the most general situation possible where all inputs are
equally probable, which prevents the classifier from specializ-
ing in an overrepresented class to the detriment of classification
accuracy in others. Since HUX = log n and HUY = log p ,
∆HPX ·PY may vary from ∆H min

PX ·PY
= 0 , when the marginals

themselves are uniform PX = UX and PY = UY , to a max-
imum value ∆H max

PX ·PY
= log n + log p , when they are Kro-

necker delta distributions.
We would like to relate this entropy decrement to the ex-

pected mutual information MIPXY of a joint distribution. For
that purpose, we realize that the mutual information formula (1)
describes the decrease in entropy when passing from distribu-
tion QXY = PX · PY to PXY ,

MIPXY = HPX ·PY −HPXY . (3)

And finally we invoke the well-known formula relating the joint
entropy HPXY and the expected mutual information MIPXY to
the conditional entropies of X given Y , HPX|Y (Y given X ,
HPY |X , respectively) ,

HPXY = HPX|Y + HPY |X + MIPXY . (4)

Therefore MIPXY ranges from MI min
PXY

= 0 when PXY =
PX · PY , a bad classifier, to a theoretical maximum MI max

PXY
=

1http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/30914-
entropy-triangle

2We drop the explicit variable notation in the distributions from now
on.

MIPXY

HPX|Y

HPY |X

MIPXY

∆HPX ∆HPY

HUY

HPY

HUX

HPX

HUX ·UY

HPX ·PY

HPXY

Figure 1: Extended information diagram of entropies re-
lated to a bivariate distribution. The expected mutual infor-
mation appears twice.

(log n + log p)/2 in case the marginals are uniform and input
and output are completely dependent, an excellent classifier.

The variation of information is defined in [11] as

VIPXY = HPX|Y + HPY |X . (5)

For optimal classifiers with deterministic relation from the in-
put to the output, and diagonal confusion matrices VI min

PXY
= 0 ,

e.g., all the information about X is borne by Y and vice versa.
On the contrary, when they are independent VI max

PXY
= HPX +

HPY , the case with inaccurate classifiers which uniformly re-
distribute inputs among all outputs.

Collecting Eqs. (2)–(5) results in the balance equation for
information related to a joint distribution,

HUXY = ∆HPX ·PY + 2MIPXY + VIPXY . (6)

The balance equation suggests an information diagram as
depicted in Figure 1. In this diagram we distinguish the famil-
iar decomposition of the joint entropy HPXY as the two en-
tropies HPX and HPY whose intersection is MIPXY . But no-
tice that the increment between HPXY and HPX ·PY is yet again
MIPXY , hence the expected mutual information appears twice
in the diagram. Further, the interior of the outer rectangle repre-
sents HUX ·UY , the interior of the inner rectangle HPX ·PY and
∆HPX ·PY represents their difference in areas.

To gain further understanding of the entropy decomposition
suggested by the balance equation, from Eq. (6) and the para-
graphs following Eqs. (2)–(5), we obtain

HUXY = ∆HPX ·PY + 2MIPXY + VIPXY

0 ≤ ∆HPX ·PY , 2MIPXY , VIPXY ≤ HUXY

imposing severe constraints on the values the quantities may
take, the most conspicuous of which is that given two of the
quantities the third one is fixed. Normalizing by HUXY we get

1 = ∆H ′
PX ·PY + 2MI ′

PXY + VI ′
PXY (7)

0 ≤ ∆H ′
PX ·PY , 2MI ′

PXY , VI ′
PXY ≤ 1 .

This is a 2-simplex in normalized ∆H ′
PX ·PY ×

2MI ′
PXY × VI ′

PXY space. A de Finetti diagram is a pro-
jection of this simplex 2-dimensions like that depicted in Fig-
ure 2.a), whereby each classifier with joint distribution PXY can
be characterized by its joint entropy fractions, FXY (PXY ) =
[∆H ′

PXY
, 2× MI ′

PXY
, VI ′

PXY
] .
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Notice that, since both UX and UY and PX and PY are
independent as marginals of UXY and QXY , respectively, we
may write:

∆HPX = HUX −HPX ∆HPY = HUY −HPY (8)

what suggests writing separate balance equations,

HUX = ∆HPX + MIPXY + HPX|Y

HUY = ∆HPY + MIPXY + HPY |X . (9)

Their normalization produces a split entropy triangle where the
marginal contributions to the entropy can be plotted side by side
as in Figure 2.b).

3. Results
3.1. Experimental data

The database collected for the experiments consists of a total
of 1 279 sounds belonging to 20 different acoustic classes as is
shown in Table 1. The composition of the whole database was
intended to be similar to the one used in [1]. Audio files were
obtained from different sources: websites, the ShATR database
(for speech sounds) [16] and the FBK-Irst database [17]. In
this latter case, sounds were previously segmented and extracted
from the original audio records of the database. All sounds were
converted to the same format and sampling frequency (8 KHz).

Table 1: Database used in the experiments.

Class Event Files Frames
number (train+test) (test)

1 Chair moving 39 860
2 Clapping 86 860
3 Cough 134 2620
4 Door slam 94 1320
5 Pen/pencil handwriting 31 3480
6 Keyboard 92 8360
7 Laugh 160 7420
8 Liquid pouring 63 2360
9 MIMIO pen buzz 36 1360

10 Music 44 9260
11 Paper crumple 46 1480
12 Paper tear 98 1380
13 Paper wrapping 36 1080
14 Phone ring 66 2180
15 Sneeze 57 880
16 Sniffing 22 380
17 Speech 70 20440
18 Puncher/stapler 35 900
19 Steps 38 1060
20 Yawn 32 760

3.2. Assessing feature extraction using accuracy

Several experiments were carried out to assess the classification
performance of the AEC system considering the different fea-
ture sets mentioned in subsection 2.1. In all cases, the first five
MFCCs were computed every 10 ms using a Hamming analysis
window of 25 ms long and 20 mel-spaced spectral bands. Also,
the log-energy of each frame was computed and added to the
MFCC parameters. Temporal feature integration was applied
over segments of 2 s length with overlap of 1 s.

The SVM-based classifier was trained following the exper-
imental protocol used in [1]. The acoustic samples were ran-
domly numbered within each class, assigning odd samples to
training and even ones to testing. Each experiment was repeated
20 times following this procedure and results were averaged
afterwards for obtaining the overall classification performance.
For each one of these experiments, a 5-fold cross validation was
used for computing the optimal values of RBF kernel parame-
ters.

Table 2 shows the results achieved in terms of classifica-
tion accuracy (percentage of frames correctly classified). The
inclusion of the skewness parameter outperforms significantly
the baseline system (MeanStd). The use of a higher order
statistic—the kurtosis—does not produce further improvement.
Results obtained with the FC approach are similar to those
achieved with mean, standard deviation and skewness. How-
ever, as gleaned from their confusion matrices either system
produces very different kinds of errors. In fact, the concate-
nation of MeanStdSk and FC features outperforms the corre-
sponding individual systems, yielding the best results.

Table 2: Classification accuracy of the different feature sets.

Feature Set Classification Accuracy (%)
MeanStd 68.16± 1.84

MeanStdSk 74.26± 1.52
MeanStdSkKu 74.71± 1.43

FC 73.57± 1.14
MeanStdSk + FC 94.96± 0.25

3.3. Assessing feature extraction with the entropy triangle

We represented the performance of the classifiers in the entropy
triangle in the aggregate and split varieties in Figure 2.

Since a perfect classifier would be at the apex of the
triangle—representing diagonal confusion matrices—, the en-
tropy diagram shows clearly that MeanStdSk+FC (aster-
isk) outperforms the other sets of features, MeanStdSk and
MeanStdSkKu (circle and square) are indistinguishable and
FC (diamond) is underperforming, even below MeanStd
(crosshairs), contrary to the accuracy criterion.

A corroboration of the former findings and the last discrep-
ancy can be found in the split triangle of Figure 2.b), where the
point related to the PX marginal is marked with a small cross
× and that related to the output marginal PY is marked with a
small ◦ aligned with the aggregate marker.

In all classifiers, H ′
PX

is given by the input distribution re-
turning a normalized decrement of entropy ∆HPX = 0.2. In
all logic we would expect a classifier system to increase the
entropy of Y with respect to the entropy of X . Otherwise, a
classifier may specialize in some classes–for instance majority
classes or particularly easy ones—to the detriment of others.

The classifiers with feature sets MeanStdSk+FC,
MeanStdSkKu and MeanStdSk show very small divergence
for ∆H ′

PY
, ◦ being mostly exactly over ×. MeanStd shows

∆H ′
PY

safely to the left of ∆H ′
PX

—a smaller ∆H ′
PY

means PY is more entropic—but FC shows a higher ∆H ′
PY

evidencing a less smooth distributions. We take the latter to
mean that this classifier is specializing in some decisions to
improve accuracy. In this case this is not parallelled by greater
transfer of information from input to output—MI ′

PXY
remains

constant—but, rather, by a decrement of H ′
PY |X

. Following
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Figure 2: (colour online) Entropy triangle representation of the results of the experiments in Section. 3.1: the de Finetti entropy
diagram or entropy triangle is a projection of the 2-simplex onto a two-dimensional space.

this line of reason FC a worse classifier than MeanStd despite
its higher accuracy.

4. Conclusions
We have introduced the entropy triangle as a tool to assess the
performance of feature extraction in multiclass classification.
We have applied it to the analysis of solution for an acoustic
event classification task using SVM classifiers and an inven-
tory of 5 feature sets extracted using different criteria. The
richer feature sets show better results in accuracy and in the en-
tropy triangle diagram following a law of diminishing returrns
(MeanStd-MeanStdSk-MeanStdSkKu series). An apparently
medium-accuracy feature set (FC) shows itself as performing
below a baseline (MeanStd) in the entropy diagram, but its com-
bination outperforms any other (MeanStdSk+FC). The entropy
triangle explains underperformance suggesting that the classi-
fier using that feature set is specializing in some classes, to the
detriment of overall classification.
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